DIY i❤u Pop-up Card
You’ll need:
★
★
★
★

2 Pieces of 65lb Cardstock Paper (in 2 different colors)
Sharp knife (mini snap blade or X-Acto knife would work best)
Double sided tape
Printer

How to:
1.

Print the Template page on the
cardstock color you will be using for
the inside as the pop-up.
(Yes, it’s mirrored so the template
lines do not show)

2. Grab your knife and slit through the
solid lines. DO NOT CUT ON THE DOTTED
LINES! The 2 hearts will be hollowed
out, so don’t worry.

3. Fold on the dotted lines.
See how on next page!

*The top and bottom dotted lines will crease outward (visible, same direction as the
mid-page fold)

*The middle dotted lines will crease inward (not visible, opposite to mid-page fold)

4. Cut around the outer border solid line.
5. Fold your second cardstock piece of paper in half. That’s going to be the outside of the
card.
6. Place your pop-up cardstock piece inside the
outer layer. You should have a border around the
inside pop-up piece. →
7.

Grab your double sided tape and place pieces on
the pop-up piece where the cutouts are not
present.
↓

8. Stick your taped pop-up piece to the inner
right side of the outer layer of the card.
9. Once the right side is in place, cover the
pop-up side of the inner layer with double sided
tape. *Do not place tape on the letter parts of the
Cardstock. Those are the pop-ups! ↓

10. And you are nished! Decorate the front side of the
card. I opted for an origami heart. ↓

Finish your card by adding a personal message on the inside!

Thanks for visiting Little Conquest !
Hope you enjoyed this DIY! 😄

Subscribe to receive new post noti cations!

Instructions and Photos © Little Conquest; based on my own experience and process.
Resource: This DIY was found on Pinterest. Pin points to a post whose resource is here. Original
Author, Unknown.

